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 What is Denis Law Legacy Trust?1.

DLLT is a registered charity based in Aberdeen, Scotland which exists to improve

the lives of young people through sport and creative endeavour.

Our flagship programme is streetsport which was established in 2006 and has

been on the city's streets ever since, delivering free weekly sports and  creative

sessions and welcoming thousands of young participants every year.

We work in partnership with robert gordon university, the emergency services

and many more like-minded organisations and pride ourselves in making a

genuine difference to communities across the city 50 weeks of the year.

Having grown year on year, we've recently implemented a long-term strategy

to help move us to the next level and we'd love for you to be a part of it.





2. impact

Streetsport uses a Sport for Good model to tackle anti-social behaviour and

improve the health and wellbeing of young people. Working in targeted areas of

Aberdeen, we support and empower our participants to be confident, capable,

independent and responsible citizens within their own communities through sport

and creative activities.

We're passionate about creating positive pathways for young people and run

numerous programmes and campaigns. we've also played a pivotal role in opening

two cruyff courts, free to access sports hubs, for communities in aberdeen to

enjoy.

vast periods of 2020 and 2021 focused on a city-wide recovery as we navigated

through cv19. among many initiatives, we used our resources to help deliver food

parcels and essential ppe. we achieved our most participated q1 in 2020 and are

looking forward to continuing that growth as normality returns.

https://www.denislawlegacytrust.org/programmes




3. role specifics - you

Experience in delivering activity sessions

Good communication skills, enthusiasm and motivation

a basic level of health and safety knowledge

adaptability to work in diverse environments

the ability to work in a team as well as independently

a strong desire to work with young people

a full driving licence

The Streetsport coach role primarily involves working with a team of volunteers

to deliver engaging, youth-led sessions which take place during weekday evenings.

We would expect you to have:

In short, you will have energy, drive and confidence to play a major role in the

running of our Streetsport programme, helping to provide an excellent service to

both our partners and most importantly to the young people of Aberdeen.



3. role specifics - the sessions
This is a fantastic and fulfilling opportunity to work within sport and the third sector

and you will be supported by a team of experienced and like-minded colleagues.

streetsport sessions are at the core of what we do and you'll be expected to fit into our

play, engage and promote (PEP) framework.

EngagePlay Promote

Build positive

relationships with young

people

Involve young people in

decision making

Harness a sense of

belonging

Unconditional positive

regard

Join in!

Build trust and an

encouraging environment

through activity

The main aim is fun so that

means lots of games!

Lead by example – fair

play and respect 

Opportunities for

positive transformation

Healthy lifestyle choices

Personal Development 

Inclusion and equality



"I started as a volunteer and was lucky enough to progress to a

coaching role. I've seen first-hand the positive effect our work has on

young people’s lives and it’s an amazing feeling getting to be a part of

it all.

"It gave my college and university applications a massive boost whilst

also strengthening my communication and coaching skills. If you

want to make a difference to the next generation whilst having fun

and improving yourself, come and join the team!"

"As a streetsport coach you'll get to work with an amazing

team of experienced volunteers and coaches. All you need is to

be ready to have a lot fun and get moving!

"Working within the community and seeing how huge the impact

you're making in young people's lives makes you realise that

you're doing something that really matters."

abbie little, streetsport coach

natalia pawelska, streetsport coach



4. apply

thank you for taking an interest in working for denis law legacy trust. if you

feel you have the required experience and skills, please go for it! applying for

a job can be daunting but we hope to make it a smooth process.

Salary on appointment is £10.75 p/h which will rise in annual increments.

working hours are ad-hoc and generally fall during weekday evenings and

saturdays. hours will depend on your availability and our operational

demand, ranging from 2-10 per week.

to apply, follow the rgu and myjobscotland instructions. if you have any

specific queries about the role please direct them to:

Kiana Coutts, streetsport outreach development officer, k.coutts7@rgu.ac.uk

note that the post will be subject to the individual joining the PVG scheme.

https://www.mygov.scot/pvg-scheme

